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Are You At Risk? Let’s Talk EMV
EMV is short for Europay, MasterCard, and
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you can begin taking a look at all the
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Once you understand what EMV is all
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The

Worried About EMV Compliance?
Become Compliant & Maximize You C-Store’s Potential
T he Passpor t Point o f Sale system

remember and no awkward toggling

provides you with the tools you need to

between screen and keyboard. Customizable

grow, control, and track your business.

tips and prompts help even seasoned

With the richest third-part interfaces on

cashiers serve customers better. When

the market, an easy to use touch screen,

seconds count, Passport delivers.

accurate reporting features and reliable
service, you can stay on top of your

A cc urat e Report ing: Managing yo ur

c-store POS transactions while being

c-store involves many different

guaranteed expert support when you

responsibilities. Gilbarco’s logistical services

need it.

can keep an eye on your logistical details so
that you don’t have to. That means more
time in your pocket to dedicate to yourself
and your other c-store tasks.
Unbeatable Support: Remote dial-in
support enables Gilbarco Help Desk to dial in
a diagnosis and fix software-related issues,
reducing technician site visits and service

All-in-One Convenience: The Passport

costs. A network of ASCs is available for

PX60 all-in-one packs full-size power into

on-site work when necessary. The Gilbarco

a sleek, simple countertop unit. It

Help Desk is available 24/7.

provides a bigger, more durable screen,
record-breaking response times and

Our Solution For You: Gilbarco Passport

lightning-fast data imports. And there’s

Point of Sale customers with PX51 and/or

no under counter PC to take up space
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and add complexity.

hardware to the PX60 All-in-One platform.
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You can now purchase a new Passport PX60
With fewer cables, Passport PX60 is an

All-in-One terminal at a discounted price by

attractive package that offers a lot more

agreeing to return your current like for like

power in a lot less space. Additionally,
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you will enjoy a better-looking counter
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area, more space to sell, a simpler install
and faster transactions.

Contact us to learn more!

Easy to Use: Passport gets new cashiers
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up to speed in minutes, with no codes to
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